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Growth stocks outperformed in the quarter, led by the Magnificent Seven, widening 
global valuation spreads. We are seeing opportunities in sectors such as global 
recruitment and human services, and healthcare. 

Growth stocks continued to leave value stocks in 
the “rearview mirror,” performance-wise, in the 
final quarter of the year again, led particularly 
by the so-called “Magnificent Seven.” These 
names—Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, Meta Platforms, 
Microsoft, Nvidia, and Tesla (names that don’t 
feature in true value managers’ portfolios on their 
current market valuations)—have, on average, 
doubled in 2023. The group accounts for more than 
a quarter of the U.S. S&P 500 market capitalization 
and has therefore been largely responsible for the 
index's 26% 2023 rise and a large portion of the 
22% return for the MSCI All Country World Index 
in 2023. The MSCI ACWI Equal Weighted Index has 
underperformed its market capitalization-weighted 
counterpart by some 13 percentage points in 2023.

Hence, this year has seen global valuation spreads 
widen, maintaining the opportunity in value stocks.

Exhibit 1: Global Valuations: Price-to-Normalized Earnings Mid-Points
As of December 31, 2023

Cheapest Quintile1 Universe2

Global 7.5 13.7

US 7.6 13.1

Europe 6.8 12.6

Japan 7.2 12.8

Emerging Markets 8.0 16.6

Source: Pzena analysis 
1The “cheapest quintile” includes the cheapest 20% of stocks based on Pzena’s 
estimates of their price-to-normal earnings valuations, measured on an equally weighted 
basis within their relative universes (as defined below).
2 Universes comprise the largest stocks by market capitalization for each region as 
follows:
~2,000 largest global; ~1,000 largest US; ~750 largest European; ~750 largest Japanese; 
~1,500 largest emerging markets.

The opportunity set includes, but is by no 
means confined to, cyclical names impacted by 
recessionary concerns; we are able to invest in a 
disparate range of good companies today at deeply 
discounted prices, many offering significant scope 
for self-improvement to restore their earnings 
potential.

OPPORTUNITIES IN THE RECRUITMENT SECTOR

Concerns that economic headwinds might see 
increased unemployment and slower demand 
for labor have hit the valuations of companies 
operating in the global recruitment/human services 
industry. Meanwhile, some posit that this industry 
is ripe for AI disruption, rather than it being a tool 
to ultimately benefit the search industry. We believe 
the market has overreacted to these concerns.

Korn Ferry is the largest executive search firm 
globally, with growing interests in consulting. 
Expanding into services adjacent to search, Korn 
Ferry has been able to extract synergies across 
the portfolio. The pullback in its valuation has 
presented an opportunity to invest in this strong 
franchise at an attractive entry point. It trades 
on 6.4× our normal earnings estimate. Robert 
Half provides temporary staffing and permanent 
placement services specializing in finance and 
accounting positions, with a growing franchise 
in advisory and consulting through its acquired 
Protiviti unit. Protiviti derives 40% of its revenues 
from the financial services industry, a rapidly 
growing market driven by regulatory compliance 
and digital transformation needs. It trades on 9× 
our normal earnings estimate. Staffing, recruiting, 
and workforce management company, TrueBlue 
Inc., has been particularly weak this year on these 
industry controversies and is currently trading on 
just 3.8× our normal earnings estimate. For some 
time, we have held Randstad, one of the world’s 
largest talent companies (our 3Q22 Newsletter's 
Highlighted Holding). Its shares trade currently on 
7.5× our normal earnings estimate.

THE MOUSE THAT ONCE ROARED...

The Walt Disney Co. faces a changing media 
environment as television viewers increasingly 
tune out of traditional linear TV in favor of other 
entertainment sources, such as streaming. Disney 
shares recently hit a five-year low on concerns 
about management’s ability to successfully 
navigate the shifting dynamics. Meanwhile, Disney 
has had some recent big movie misses at the box 
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office. Questions about how it will replace its 
fading cash cow, the ESPN cable sports channels, 
remain. The company is looking to transform the 
proposition from cable to digital streaming with 
ESPN+. The theme parks and cruise businesses 
are highly profitable, so Disney has a solid starting 
point, and the company is well-positioned in 
the streaming ecosystem with a clear path to 
profitability here. The jury is out on whether ESPN+ 
will ramp up to replace the fading ESPN cashflows, 
but linear subscribers may be resilient as streaming 
pricing is increasing across the board, as it reaches 
full penetration. Although there is potential 
for a wide range of outcomes, the company is 
showing some positive trends, projecting $8B in 
free cashflow next year—the highest level since 
2018—partly reflecting some significant self-help 
initiatives. The shares trade on 7.7× our normal 
earnings estimate.

HEALTH CARE    

We continue to see attractive opportunities in the 
healthcare segment. Pharmaceutical company 
Sanofi has struggled with R&D productivity since 
the merger with Aventis in 2004. We believe that 
four years into the current management regime, 
we are beginning to see signs of a sustainable 
improvement in their discovery engine, but this 
has come at a cost. In October, the company 
announced a one-time increase in late-stage 
trial spending to maximize the potential value 
of the most promising late-stage compounds in 
the pipeline. The price controls embedded in the 
Inflation Reduction Act change the approach to 
incremental indications. Sanofi will pursue them 
in parallel, rather than pursuing incremental labels 
in serial. This is somewhat of a variant view in the 
pharma world and the market did not take kindly 
to the news. The consequent decline in the share 
price was greater than the net present value of the 
higher R&D spending. The shares trade on 7.8× our 
normal earnings estimate and on a rich current free 
cashflow yield, assuming worse than average R&D 
productivity.

CHINA OPPORTUNITIES 

As we highlighted in our recently published 
podcast 'Finding Value in China', China continues 
to be a fertile source of new ideas for our portfolios 
after protracted and significant underperformance. 
China Merchants Bank (CMB) is the leading 
retail bank in China and the number one player 
in the wealth management and private banking 
industries. The stock has underperformed following 
the ousting of its former CEO on corruption 
allegations and on concerns that its retail business, 
via credit cards, customers’ appetite to invest, and 
mortgage demand, will be negatively impacted 
by the current macroeconomic environment and 
stressed real estate sector. Industry-wide data 
indicates that CMB has been growing its market 
share over the past 1-2 years. We believe that these 
issues are temporary and that CMB will be able to 
sustain market-leading returns, given its superior 
business model, as sentiment improves. The shares 
trade on just 3.2× our normal earnings estimate.

WH Group is the world’s largest pork company with 
a leading market share in both China and the U.S. 
The controversy—and reason its stock price is near 
an all-time low—is financial underperformance 
among U.S. pork producers, which are currently 
experiencing their worst year ever due to industry 
overcapacity, with the global pork market not 
having regained its equilibrium fully following 
the 2018 culling of half of China’s hog populations 
due to swine fever. While a full recovery in U.S. 
pork might be a few years away, we anticipate 
WH Group’s Packaged Meats segment will sustain 
strong performance, particularly in China, where 
the company is larger than its next 10 competitors 
combined and has greater than 20% operating 
margins. The shares offer an 8% dividend yield, 
trading on 4.5× our normal earnings estimate.

SUMMARY

We continue to find many good companies—across 
a range of different industries and geographies—
that are underearning relative to their history but 
that have the scope to restore their profitability, 
given time for managements’ self-help initiatives to 
bear fruit.

https://www.pzena.com/finding-value-in-china/
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FURTHER INFORMATION

These materials are intended solely for informational purposes. The views expressed reflect the current views 
of Pzena Investment Management (“PIM”) as of the date hereof and are subject to change. PIM is a registered 
investment adviser registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. PIM does not 
undertake to advise you of any changes in the views expressed herein. There is no guarantee that any projection, 
forecast, or opinion in this material will be realized. Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

All investments involve risk, including loss of principal. Investments may be in a variety of currencies and 
therefore changes in rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to decrease or 
increase. The price of equity securities may rise or fall because of economic or political changes or changes in 
a company’s financial condition, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. Investments in foreign securities involve 
political, economic and currency risks, greater volatility and differences in accounting methods. These risks are 
greater for investments in Emerging Markets. Investments in small-cap or mid-cap companies involve additional 
risks such as limited liquidity and greater volatility than larger companies. PIM’s strategies emphasize a “value” 
style of investing, which targets undervalued companies with characteristics for improved valuations. This style 
of investing is subject to the risk that the valuations never improve or that returns on “value” securities may not 
move in tandem with the returns on other styles of investing or the stock market in general.

This document does not constitute a current or past recommendation, an offer, or solicitation of an offer to 
purchase any securities or provide investment advisory services and should not be construed as such. The 
information contained herein is general in nature and does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice.  PIM 
does not make any warranty, express or implied, as to the information’s accuracy or completeness. Prospective 
investors are encouraged to consult their own professional advisers as to the implications of making an 
investment in any securities or investment advisory services.

The specific portfolio securities discussed in this presentation are included for illustrative purposes only and were 
selected based on their ability to help you better understand our investment process. They were selected from 
securities in one or more of our strategies and were not selected based on performance. They do not represent 
all of the securities purchased or sold for our client accounts during any particular period, and it should not 
be assumed that investments in such securities were or will be profitable.  PIM is a discretionary investment 
manager and does not make “recommendations” to buy or sell any securities. There is no assurance that any 
securities discussed herein remain in our portfolios at the time you receive this presentation or that securities 
sold have not been repurchased.

For U.K. Investors Only:

This marketing communication is issued by Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. (“PIM UK”).  PIM UK is a 
limited company registered in England and Wales with registered number 09380422, and its registered office is 
at 34-37 Liverpool Street, London EC2M 7PP, United Kingdom. PIM UK is an appointed representative of Vittoria 
& Partners LLP (FRN 709710), which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). 
The Pzena documents have been approved by Vittoria & Partners LLP and, in the UK, are only made available to 
professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the FCA.

For EU Investors Only:

This marketing communication is issued by Pzena Investment Management Europe Limited (“PIM Europe”). 
PIM Europe (No. C457984) is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS management 
company (pursuant to the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 
Securities) Regulations, 2011, as amended).  PIM Europe is registered in Ireland with the Companies Registration 
Office (No. 699811), with its registered office at Riverside One, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin, 2, Ireland.  Past 
performance is not indicative of future results. The value of your investment may go down as well as up, and 
you may not receive upon redemption the full amount of your original investment. The views and statements 
contained herein are those of Pzena Investment Management and are based on internal research.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

For Australia and New Zealand Investors Only:

This document has been prepared and issued by Pzena Investment Management, LLC (ARBN 108 743 415), a 
limited liability company (“Pzena”). Pzena is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under 
U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. Pzena is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial 
services license in Australia in accordance with ASIC Corporations (Repeal and Transitional) Instrument 2016/396. 
Pzena offers financial services in Australia to ‘wholesale clients’ only pursuant to that exemption. This document 
is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons in Australia.

In New Zealand, any offer is limited to ‘wholesale investors’ within the meaning of clause 3(2) of Schedule 1 
of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (‘FMCA’). This document is not to be treated as an offer, and is not 
capable of acceptance by, any person in New Zealand who is not a Wholesale Investor.

For Jersey Investors Only:

Consent under the Control of Borrowing (Jersey) Order 1958 (the “COBO” Order) has not been obtained for the 
circulation of this document. Accordingly, the offer that is the subject of this document may only be made in 
Jersey where the offer is valid in the United Kingdom or Guernsey and is circulated in Jersey only to persons 
similar to those to whom, and in a manner similar to that in which, it is for the time being circulated in the United 
Kingdom, or Guernsey, as the case may be.  The directors may, but are not obliged to, apply for such consent 
in the future. The services and/or products discussed herein are only suitable for sophisticated investors who 
understand the risks involved. Neither Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. nor Pzena Investment Management, 
LLC nor the activities of any functionary with regard to either Pzena Investment Management, Ltd. or Pzena 
Investment Management, LLC are subject to the provisions of the Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998.

For South African Investors Only:

Pzena Investment Management, LLC is an authorised financial services provider licensed by the South African 
Financial Sector Conduct Authority (licence nr: 49029). 

© Pzena Investment Management, LLC, 2024.  All rights reserved.
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